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My Key Mission

IEEE conference and event speakers play a key role in sharing and
spreading knowledge about the latest trends and developments in
technology. IEEE offers various opportunities and platforms for
distinguished speakers and lecturers to talk about their work through
its various conferences and events worldwide.
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5 things before we proceed

We will not discuss here any proprietary material
Am not advertising any vendor’s views of products
We can discuss such views even after my presentation, am open for
QnA after my talk, and available for informal discussions during
breaks
You can interrupt me any time with question during talk as well
Do appreciate your active participation
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A Few Key words

BE
AF
EF
PHB
ARP
Happy Bit
Priority, UE Capability
IEEE 802.1Q
DSCP
DiffServ
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What’s driving 5G?
BROADBAND

MISSION CRITICAL

Massive traffic capacity
Reduce Cost
Spectrum efficiency
Access new spectrum
INNOVATIVE
SERVICES
Flexible bearer design
3rd party policy

Very low latency
High reliability
High availability
Security

5G

BATTERY LIFE
Signaling reduction
Energy optimization
NON TRADITIONAL DEVICES

EXTREME DENSITY

Short packet
Sporadic access
More devices and more device types

Massive user density
User content

5G should focus on solving these issues
Kind courtesy: Alcatel-Lucent

LTE-Advanced offers key enablers for 5G

LTE evolution offers most of the key foundation technologies for 5G

4G – 5G Evolution
4G

Evolve.

5G

5G Radio: New air-interface needed
Diversity of devices and
services

• Unified framework for multiple services with
different requirements
• Spectral efficiency improvement for
short bursts
• High battery life for short packet IoT
devices
• Very low latency for critical applications
• Acceptable performance out to cell edge
• Flexibility to optimize the parameters for
different situations
• Service
needs
(latency,
activity,
performance)
• Vehicle speeds (static/nomadic to 500
km/hr)
• Environments
&
Propagation
(indoor/small cell/macro in urban/rural)

5G Services: More complex requirements

Abstraction
Device and service needs

Richer Set of Service Options
Bitrate description GBR/N-GBR, peak,
expected, sufficient

Profiles &
Configuration

Latency (Packet delay): finer
granulation, new Low latency option,
average vs. first packet delay
Loss rate: finer granulation
Priority information (e.g. ARP):
Availability class: best effort /
prioritized
Activity: Background, streaming, very
infrequent, etc.
Mobility category: fixed / nomadic
/vehicular
Traffic type: Scheduled, Sporadic vs.
Contention
UE power category: very low power
(MTC), high power (WLL)
Security: Application privacy level,
networking restrictions
Reliability: use case dependent
Networking: Routing restrictions,
recommendations

.. will still cover the needs of an
Application developer in 2028!

5G Network: Policy based to adapt the network to the user

30 years of Evolution and disruption

5G Networks Adding flexibility to meet the connection
and capacity stormS

5G deployment
• Starting point
• LTE with carrier aggregation and dualconnectivity to small cell layer
• Service starts with deployment of new 5G
carrier on macro layer
• Wide area coverage for new services,
improved efficiency and 5G control
• Combined with existing LTE carriers on
macro and small cell for capacity
• Coverage extended indoor on small cell
• Capacity then built out for massive capacity
• Additional 5G carriers above 20 GHz on
small cells
• ..plus, Additional 5G carriers in cellular bands
on macro and small cells
• Parallel revolution needed in networking
• Connectionless service
• Flexible bearer configuration

5G-5G communication

IMS Core and Application server architecture
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Typical call flow components, one way
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A few 5G use cases - MTC
Industrial process automation and remote surgery are examples of
use cases that will be possible in future 5G systems. We call them
mission-critical machine type communication use cases and they
require communication with very high reliability and availability, as
well as very low end-to-end latency. We can show that it is feasible to
design a 5G radio interface which is capable of providing this.
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“5G” timeline in 3GPP

New Paradigms

Connected cars

Source: www.wipro.com

“you cannot solve a problem from the same
consciousness that created it”
- Albert Einstein
AMR speech codec payload
Bit rate: 4,75 - 12,2 kbit/s
Delay: end-to-end delay not to exceed 100ms (codec frame length is
20ms)
BER: 10-4 for Class 1 bits 22
10-3 for Class 2 bits
For some applications, a higher BER class (~10-2) might be feasible
FER < 0,5% (with graceful degradation for higher erasure
rates)
Source: www.3gpp.org (1999, TS23.107)

“you cannot solve a problem from the same
consciousness that created it”
- Albert Einstein
MPEG-4 video payload:
Bit rate: variable, average rate scalable from 24 to 128 Kbit/s and
higher
Delay: end-to-end delay between 150 and 400ms
video codec delay is typically less than 200 ms
BER: 10-6 - no visible degradation
10-5 - little visible degradation
10-4 - some visible artefacts
> 10-3 - limited practical application
Packet loss rate FFS
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R99TS23.107 For Further Study upper bound!
[newer tables to remove it]

Delay “Budget?!” & “Error(loss, unavoidable?)

Source: www.3gpp.org (TS23.203)
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Latencies achievable for Mil grade Applications

Source: www.ericsson.com

QoS functionality, user perspective, Telco’s
Vision

Three basic conditions for a good quality be it voice or data
–Speed …should be high
–Latency should be minimal
–Packet Error should be least possible
From a Service Provider’s Perspective, you expect to make more
money with minimal investment: maximum users supported at cell
edge with good data rate, to keep them all happy
More technically pushing control plane and user plane nearer to edge

So, where is the problem area?

The current issues are:
–You pay for being a Gold , Silver or Bronze user
–You complain, the customer care will ask you to change some
tariff plans or move from one scheme to another
–You are still under served!
–What can you do?
–Either your mobile service provider or your device may not serve
you that well as you thought given the package you have taken
–Complain to consumer forum right?
–All we have options here is with in the confinement of constraints
of a wireless network of say 4G

Data usage rates are inversely proportional to
their wireless generation standard
Looks like the generation Z is more lucky as compared to generation
Y which is more lucky as compared to generation X
Gen Z more than Millennials are more adapted to absorb the
benefits of the new technologies
If you do not check, your data could be billed according to 2G
GPRS rates which is most expensive; you need to opt for data
package

Do you need 5G for QoS solution?

Is the world ready for 5G by 2020?
backdrop is: 4G with LTE-advanced will be gaining great strength
by 2019, and if we launch 5G by 2020, it could hurt 4G and other
RATs like 3G 3.x G that may still be in place due to legacy user base
and operators not willing to upgrade
As a nation, we need Smart Solutions for Smarter Cities, IoT
etc.5G can make things cheaper too
So, we need 5G.

QoS Requirements scope

Below 1 GHz: longer range, massive number of things
Below 6 GHz: mobile broadband, mission critical
Above 6 GHz including mm Wave: for both access and backhaul,
shorter range
Source: www.qualcomm.com

5G contenders/Bottlenecks

Moving towards the 5G era
The term ‘5G’ is rapidly coming into the limelight. Much of this early
hype phenomenon is directly attributable to the (well-founded)
bandwidth-thirst of the industry. Examining the potential technology
trends behind this hype one can find the following likely pillars going
forward:
Extensive capacity need in dense areas
Ubiquitous coverage
Ever increasing cost pressure
Enhancing the level of automation

5G contenders/Bottlenecks

Extensive capacity need in dense areas;
LTE already has a Small Cell concept defined in Release-12, that is
optimized as much as technologically possible for the current bands. A
potential enhancement being discussed for Release 13 is to make LTE
suitable for unlicensed spectrum bands. Whilst the exact nature and
focus of this work is still under discussion, it is clear that such an
enhancement would provide further means to deal with the traffic load.

5G contenders/Bottlenecks

To further boost the capacity of dense areas it is expected that new
licensed spectrum bands (in particular in higher frequency bands up to
~1 GHz carrier bandwidth) will also be needed. Initial research shows
that such high frequency bands might require a new radio waveform, a
new radio technology. It is yet unclear when/whether/where the
standardization of such a new radio will be undertaken. Nonetheless,
the earliest such work is expected to be potentially initiated in 3GPP is
around the 2015-2016 timeframe.

5G contenders/Bottlenecks

Ubiquitous coverage;
For the currently available bands LTE is very close to reaching the
technologically possible efficiency limits. Hence, it is expected that LTE
will remain as the baseline technology for wide area broadband
coverage also in the 5G era. 3GPP will continue working on enhancing
LTE not only from the radio perspective, but also from service delivery
perspective (e.g. making it more suitable for M2M). Consequently,
interworking with LTE will remain to be a critical factor.

5G contenders/Bottlenecks

Ever increasing cost pressure;
Traditional telecommunications equipment has tied hardware and
software close together. Advancements in hardware technology, as well
as success of virtualization in the IT industry have brought the notion of
virtualization into the mobile network space. Separation of user plane
and control plane have long since been a key design element of mobile
networks, making most of the mobile network architecture an ideal
candidate for virtualized deployments. Industry activities and inception
of specialized industry interest groups (e.g. ETSI NFV) all point towards
the feasibility of this approach bringing the following main benefits:

5G contenders/Bottlenecks

Enhancing the level of automation
Decoupling software functions from the resources
Allowing faster service introduction
Providing
service
and
network
performance
analysis
and
optimization
3GPP standards work on virtualization is about to be started,
in Release 12. Initial focus will be turned towards O&M aspects, work
on core network and radio architecture is expected to follow later.

LDPC codes

LDPC codes were first introduced by Robert G. Gallager in his PhD
thesis in 1960, but due to the computational effort in implementing
encoder and decoder and the introduction of Reed–Solomon codes,
they were mostly ignored until recently.
LDPC codes are now used in many recent high-speed communication
standards, such as DVB-S2 (Digital video broadcasting), WiMAX (IEEE
802.16e standard for microwave communications), High-Speed
Wireless LAN (IEEE 802.11n)
10GBase-T Ethernet (802.3an) and G.hn/G.9960 (ITU-T Standard for
networking over power lines, phone lines and coaxial cable). Other LDPC
codes are standardized for wireless communication standards within 3GPP
MBMS.

LDPC codes
The analysis of modern iterated codes, like turbo codes and LDPC
codes, typically assumes an independent distribution of errors.
Systems using LDPC codes therefore typically employ additional interleaving across the symbols within a
code word. For turbo codes, an interleaver is an integral component and its proper design is crucial for
good performance. The iterative decoding algorithm works best when there are not short cycles in the
factor graph that represents the decoder; the interleaver is chosen to avoid short cycles.
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Error Corrections for advanced data

An idea can spark a sea of change and transform the world in
wonderful ways.
Can we predict the world in 2025?
To maximize the opportunity, we need a user-centric approach—
around human, thing, machine
An innovative idea from Qualcomm is to do AL-FEC, Raptor codes
Source: www.qualcomm.com
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Concluding Remarks: new latency candidates
[plausible list, wish...]
QoS Class Identifier (QCI) is a mechanism used in 3GPP Long
Term Evolution (LTE) networks to ensure bearer traffic is allocated
appropriate Quality of Service (QoS). Different bearer traffic requires
different QoS and therefore different QCI values, with 9 different QCI
values currently specified.
Couple of columns indicate latencies and Packet Error Rates
associated
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Concluding Remarks: new latency candidates
[plausible list, wish...]

To ensure that bearer traffic in LTE networks is appropriately
handled, a mechanism is needed to classify the different types of
bearers into different classes, with each class having appropriate QoS
parameters for the traffic type. Examples of the QoS parameters
include Guaranteed Bit Rate (non-GBR), Priority handling, Packet
Delay Budget and Packet Error Loss rate. This overall mechanism is
called QCI.

Concluding Remarks: new latency candidates
[plausible list, wish...]
The QoS concept as used in LTE networks is class-based, where each
bearer type is assigned class identifier (QCI) by the network. The QCI
is a scalar that is used within the access network (namely the
eNodeB) as a reference to node specific parameters that control
packet forwarding treatment, for example scheduling weight,
admission thresholds and link-layer protocol configuration.
History has shown that the mobile industry undergoes a major
technology shift roughly once every 10 years. There are vast arrays of
technology developments on the horizon and that demand for these is
greater than ever. The global footprint, and the success, of 3GPP
standards will continue to put pressure on the Project to get new
specifications out in a timely manner. To achieve this, intensified
industry collaboration becomes more important than ever before. As
we add 5G discussions to the mix, we will have plenty to keep us
busy in 3GPP for the foreseeable future.

Technologies that are perceived to lay foundation
for 5G
These technologies are often lumped along
with 5G but will happen anyway and will lay
the foundation of 5G
–SDN and NFV
–Cloud RAN (C-RAN) and Remote Radio
Head (RRH)
–Densification of Networks/HetNet’s
–Voice/Video and Messaging
enhancements
–New Codecs
–Machine-to-Machine (M2M)
enhancements
–Device-to-Device (D2D) enhancements
–Higher order modulations (HOMs) in
downlink and uplink
–Dynamic spectrum allocation/sharing
techniques
–Cloud, Caching and CDN
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Error Correction for next generation wireless:
UTL’s Predictions
LDPC[new-2015] codes are being perfected to out perform Turbo,
RS, Viterbi
At least a factor of 1/10 of error occurrences reduction
At least a factor of 10 improvement in error correction due to AL-FEC
At least a factor of 100 improvement in Transport Layer [forehaul,
backhaul] by innovation in the modulation, Coding and adaptive
massive MIMO

Concluding Remarks: new latency candidates
[plausible list, wish...]
1 ms, 3ms
5 ms
20 ms
40 ms
60 ms
80 ms
100 ms

So, how to decrease cost per smile of your
customer
Move to next generation wireless

New thinking & Some references
RFC 3439 contains a section entitled "Layering considered harmful".
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bit_error_rate
• NGMN: http://www.ngmn.org/work-programme/5g-initiative.html
• GSMA: https://gsmaintelligence.com/research/?file=141208-5g.pdf&download
• ITU-R IMT-2020: http://www.itu.int/en/ITU-R/study-groups/rsg5/rwp5d/imt2020/Pages/default.aspx
• 3GPP: http://www.3gpp.org
• 5G-PPP: http://5g-ppp.eu
• Alcatel-Lucent: http://www.alcatel-lucent.com/solutions/lte-to-5G
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